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Introduction

From the beginning, most media and entertainment companies have lumped customers into demographic brackets; it’s long been the simplest, most straightforward way to classify customers for advertisers and content development. But age has always been a simple metric, as are gender and income. And for M&E, the story that demographics tell is increasingly incomplete—still valuable for some applications but often needing further illumination.

As technology becomes increasingly democratized and accessible, M&E and cable TV companies are shifting from focusing on the usual indicators—for instance, TV ratings for the prized 18-to-35 bracket—to looking more closely at media consumption behavior patterns. This doesn’t mean that, for instance, every network needs to emulate Netflix, with algorithms allowing it to develop some 75,000 different content genres. But it suggests that providers could look to adopt a more granular and behavioral approach to consumer relationships. Analysis from the 12th edition of Deloitte’s Digital Media Trends Survey indicates that measurement of media consumption behavior could provide a more granular approach to sustainably acquiring, engaging, and retaining customers.

Do M&E companies need to change how they view consumers?

For many years, each American household got one bill from its M&E provider. Today, as companies introduce innovations and services fragment, the customer universe has expanded dramatically, not least because individuals have their own smartphones. In fact, US companies can now target more than 400 million potential household media relationships across home internet, mobile cellular, pay TV, and online video and streaming music services (“entertainment subscriptions”). (See figure 1.)

Many M&E providers are struggling to segment media consumption habits based only on generational behavior.

Rapidly developing technology has not only disrupted industries and business models—there is evidence it is changing consumer behavior and reshaping how companies should view their customers. M&E companies’ outreach campaigns and efforts to make technology user-friendly has paid off with older generations, whose behavior is mimicking younger generations. Indeed, results from the 12th edition of Deloitte’s Digital Media Trends Survey indicate that the behaviors of Gen Z (ages 14–21), millennials (ages 22–37), and Gen X (ages 38–53) are converging. For example, in 2017, 70 percent of Gen Z households had a streaming subscription, closely followed by millennials (68 percent) and Gen X (ages 38–53) households. Similarly, half of Gen X respondents reported that they play video games frequently, almost matching Gen Z and millennial respondents. As a result, many M&E providers are struggling to segment media consumption habits based only on generational behavior. Demographic generalizations—such as the assumption that people of the same gender and in a
FIGURE 1
The number of media household relationships ("entertainment subscriptions") is far higher than the number of Americans

417 million
HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIPS

33m | Streaming music
80m | Pay TV
115m | Home internet
120m | Mobile
69m | Streaming video service


similar age and income bracket will consume products and services the same way, and be engaged by the same marketing ploys—are less accurate than they used to be.

Today, of course, far more information is available about personal preferences, purchases, and more. In the digital era, continuously connected consumers are leaving a trail of information through every digital transaction—be it watching an online video, searching for and buying something online, or skipping an ad prior to viewing a web video. Even taking privacy concerns into account, M&E companies can effectively follow this contextual information trail to more accurately target consumers with marketing and suggestions. Netflix, for example, is not only a leader in user experience and original content—it powers its future by collecting and analyzing data every time a customer interacts with its platform. By adopting advanced metrics such as behavioral segmentation, an M&E provider can likely better service customers through an optimized product mix and more intuitive customer relationships.

INTRODUCING BEHAVIOR-BASED PERSONAS

The M&E consumption landscape has changed significantly over the past few years. While the emergence of internet-based services has boosted streaming traffic, interactive mobile apps and declining mobile data prices have contributed to the exponential growth in mobile video consumption. Our new survey highlights three key consumer behaviors that are disrupting the M&E industry:

**Video streaming.** The rise of video streaming has disrupted the way people consume content. For a significant proportion of American households, the days of watching programming based on a preset broadcast or cable TV schedule are over. The growth of nonlinear alternative OTT platforms that feature high-quality, original content is driving consumers away from linear formats such as pay TV.

**Mobile video.** The pervasiveness of smart devices and enhanced coverage of high-speed mobile data are allowing consumers to watch video content anywhere, anytime. This is driving growth in average video consumption and usage hours.

**Subscriptions to multiple services.** Modern consumers now enjoy an unparalleled choice of M&E offerings, especially in the world of OTT services. While some consumers are using the additional services to complement existing ones, others are substituting them for legacy services. These behaviors have a direct bearing on the subscription base of M&E companies. The success of direct-to-consumer platforms has ushered in a new era of nimble, digital-first businesses—beyond just media—and transformed consumer expectations and behavior.

To help distinguish various market segments, we focused on these three key consumer behaviors and conducted a cluster analysis of the 2,088
US respondents to the Digital Media Trends Survey. The analysis revealed five personas that characterize today’s digital media landscape: Mobile-first Viewers, Power Streamers, Highly Subscribed, Hybrid Adopters, and Linear TV Consumers. (See figure 2.) These behavior-based personas aim to help M&E companies classify customers far more accurately than do traditional demographic buckets.

Five personas that should be top-of-mind for M&E companies

Each of the following five personas has specific traits and patterns that differentiate it from the others. Let’s take a closer look.

MOBILE-FIRST VIEWERS

This segment of consumers is entrenched in the mobile revolution that is sweeping the M&E industry. Streaming video, mobile data plans, and home internet are this group’s top three services. They spend close to 30 percent of their movie-watching and 25 percent of TV shows watching time on a smartphone, highest among all segments. Around 70 percent use voice-based digital assistants on a monthly basis. They eschew appointment-based video viewing and look to consume content anywhere, anytime, on the device of their choice. Hence, they watch around 26 hours of streamed video weekly. Around 79 percent have a video streaming service subscription—much higher than the overall average. Their preference for both mobile video and streaming makes them a crucial target segment for streaming and mobile companies.

FIGURE 2

Five personas based on behavioral traits—a new way to segment media consumers

Note: Size of bubble depicts average number of paid services subscribed.

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Mobile-first Viewers do watch about 16 hours of live broadcast TV per week, but not all of this is through traditional pay TV. Indeed, fewer than half have a pay-TV subscription—far below the average. Among those who do subscribe, 25 percent said they are planning to cut the cord in the next 12 months. In addition, they are the most prolific users of social media among the five segments, with significantly higher penetration on social media platforms. They are ardent gamers as well: More than half play video games on a weekly basis and pay for in-app video game purchases at least a few times per year. A quarter of them have attended an eSports event in the last year, the highest among all groups.

Smartphone and social media platforms are likely the best ways to engage and influence the Mobile-first Viewers. Online reviews and social networks are their most preferred sources for receiving information on products and services. In addition, most Mobile-first Viewers are open to sharing personal information to receive more customized ads, so long as the provider is transparent about how their data is used. Marketers thus need to prioritize their social media and small-screen strategies to win these users’ confidence.

**MOBILE-FIRST VIEWERS**

**Segment at a glance**

- **Size:** 18% of market
- **Mean age:** 33 years
- **Mean household income:** US$74,400
- **Generational profile:**
  - 16% GEN Z
  - 43% MILLENNIALS
  - 34% GEN X
  - 6% BOOMERS
  - 1% MATURS

---

**FIGURE 3**

Mobile-first Viewers consume a comparatively large proportion of long-format video on smartphones

Survey question: Of the time you spend watching TV shows, what percentage of time do you watch on your smartphone?

POWER STREAMERS

Power Streamers love watching TV content, but not in the same way as other personas: They are harnessing video streaming to move away from linear viewing. Power Streamers watch about 22 hours of streamed content per week, behind only Mobile-first Viewers. They account for 25 percent of the streaming video market by value and hence are a growth segment for streaming companies.

Power Streamers want control over how and when they watch video content, and when it comes to *where* they watch, they have a clear preference: the flat-panel TV. About 70 percent of their movie viewing happens on TV screens—a key differentiator between them and Mobile-first Viewers, who view only about 40 percent of their video on a TV.

Although Power Streamers watch about 16 hours of live broadcast TV per week, fewer than half have a pay-TV subscription—and about 30 percent of those with subscriptions are considering cutting the cord within the next 12 months. Unsurprisingly, streaming video and home internet are the two subscriptions these viewers value most.

**FIGURE 4**

To avoid advertising, Power Streamers prefer subscribing to paid streaming services

Survey question: When you stream video, what percentage of the time do you stream from paid streaming subscriptions?

---

**POWER STREAMERS**

Segment at a glance

- **Size:** 18% of market
- **Mean age:** 41 years
- **Mean household income:** US$72,960
- **Generational profile:**
  - 11% GEN Z
  - 24% BOOMERS
  - 25% MILLENNIALS
  - 4% MATURERS
  - 36% GEN X

---

Power Streamers are a hard segment for marketers to reach, since they aim to avoid ads and are suspicious of targeted marketing: About 40 percent of them have installed ad blockers, and more than half desire a reduction in the duration of TV ads. Concerned about identity theft and privacy violations, they’re uncomfortable with sharing personal data with marketers and prefer online reviews for help in making buying decisions.

HIGHLY SUBSCRIBED

As the name suggests, this segment includes people who subscribe to the most paid subscription services. HighlySubscribed on average subscribe to around eight paid services, compared to an overall average of five.15 These consumers’ approach toward service subscriptions is complementary rather than substitutional: They readily adopt new services while keeping traditional ones. About 80 percent have both pay-TV and video streaming subscriptions—twice the average among all five segments.

Highly Subscribed viewers also show positive intent when it comes to paying for premium services: They’re more willing than the other segments to pay for premium video on demand, in-app

FIGURE 5

Highly Subscribed don’t mind keeping traditional services while adopting new ones

Survey question: Among pay TV and streaming video, which services do you subscribe to?

game purchases, and online news. Based on their economic power and propensity to subscribe to entertainment services, Highly Subscribed are very attractive to M&E companies. They account for, by value, 32 percent of the streaming video market and 30 percent of the pay-TV market.

These consumers love watching live sports—perhaps one of the reasons they stick with their pay-TV subscriptions—and advertisers can use TV ads to influence them, particularly during sports broadcasts. However, like Power Streamers, more than half of Highly Subscribed want a reduction in ad duration. In addition, they are especially conscious of data security, with more than 80 percent interested in controlling their personal data.

**HYBRID ADOPTERS**

Hybrid Adopters are the nimblest segment, being the most easily able to shift between devices and services across traditional and nontraditional platforms to optimize content discovery and value. They are the most prolific linear-broadcast TV watchers, consuming close to 30 hours per week. Most depend on pay TV, though many use a combination of over-the-air antenna, skinny bundles, and streaming services as an alternative. On average, they watch about 12 hours of streamed video per week. However, close to half of them use a friend’s or family member’s login information to stream content.

When it comes to watching long-form video content (movies, TV series), Hybrid Adopters predominantly depend on flat-panel TV. Yet Hybrid

**FIGURE 6**

**Hybrid Adopters show the least discomfort with existing ad durations**

Survey question: What is a reasonable amount of time, per hour, that traditional TV broadcasters should allocate for advertisements?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comfortable with how it is now</th>
<th>Would prefer a reduction in duration of ads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear TV Consumers</td>
<td>Hybrid Adopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly Subscribed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Streamers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile-first Viewers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54%</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hybrid Adopters **ARE THE SEGMENT MOST SATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT VALUE EXCHANGE BETWEEN CONSUMERS AND MARKETERS OFFERED BY TRADITIONAL AD-SUPPORTED TV.**

Adopters are gradually starting to resemble more digitally savvy groups through their smartphone usage. Hybrid Adopters rely on their phones to watch short-form video content, play video games, and engage with ads. Around half of them also use voice-enabled digital assistants on a monthly basis. They also spend a substantial amount of time on social media to interact with friends and relatives.

Hybrid Adopters choose both TVs and smartphones as their preferred devices to engage with advertisements, and this group shows the least discomfort with existing ad durations. Unlike other segments, they are open to sharing personal data in order to receive targeted offers. Hence, targeted mobile or OTT advertising (through a connected TV) could be an effective way to engage and influence them.

**LINEAR TV CONSUMERS**

Linear TV Consumers are the traditionalists. These consumers place high value on traditional media services such as linear TV, landline phones, newspapers, and magazines. This group is comparatively much older than the other four. Pay TV is their most valued service after home internet, and they depend heavily on flat-panel TV for their media consumption and interactions. These viewers watch about 28 hours of live broadcast TV weekly and spend close to 85 percent of their movie-viewing time using a flat-panel TV. Because Linear TV Consumers account for 30 percent of the pay-TV market by value, they’re an important segment for that industry’s providers to target. On the flip side, they consume just three hours of streamed video per week, and only 7 percent subscribe to a streaming video service.

One of these viewers’ key differentiators is their news-consumption behavior: They prefer watching live news, and about 60 percent rely on TV news programs and networks as their primary source for news—more than twice the percentage of Mobile-first Viewers who expressed the same preference.

Because the behavioral traits of Linear TV Consumers are diagonally opposite those of Mobile-
Digital media segments: Looking beyond generations

FIGURE 7

Linear TV Consumers see more value in pay TV than any other segment

Survey question: Of the services you indicated your household purchases, how much do you value pay TV?

Linear TV Consumers see 1.7 TIMES MORE VALUE IN PAY TV THAN THE AVERAGE VIEWER.


fewer than half of Power Streamers and Mobile-first Viewers have a pay-TV connection, and we expect that percentage to decline even further.

fewer than half of Power Streamers and Mobile-first Viewers have a pay-TV connection, and we expect that percentage to decline even further.

How can these segments influence broader strategic bets?

The M&E sector is in the midst of multi-generational change as it continues to grapple with the seismic disruption caused by the emergence and propagation of digital platforms and services. Many M&E companies are investing billions of dollars to acquire content and other companies. However, as opposed to previous business cycles, acquiring your competitor, alone, will not lead to sustainable customer acquisition. The successful companies will be those that realize digital disruption has resulted in a power shift in favor of consumers. Further, amid increasing consumer power and choice, pursuing customers could require deeper analysis of consumer behavior.

For instance, the last two years have seen the launch of several virtual multichannel video programming distributor services that offer “skinny bundles”— pared-down, less-costly subscriptions to a select group of channels. These services are particularly suited to Power Streamers and Mobile-first Viewers: Fewer than half of these two segments’
members have a pay-TV connection, and we expect that percentage to decline even further. To prevent complete disintermediation, pay-TV companies are offering their own skinny bundles; while these might have a short-term negative impact on revenues, they can likely lead to new cross-selling and advertising opportunities.16

The rise of on-demand, ad-free content is challenging the traditional advertising model, pushing marketers to explore other avenues.

Still, pay-TV providers face a real challenge: More than half of Mobile-first Viewers, Power Streamers, and Highly Subscribed consumers show an intent to purchase content directly from studios/brands—if that content is exclusive.19 Most of the large media houses have either launched or are planning to introduce direct-to-consumer offerings. Some content owners are now calling back content from subscription video-on-demand (SVoD) platforms.19 However, once consumers’ streaming subscription costs approach those of pay-TV bundles—and dealing with multiple accounts and billings becomes a real hassle—there could be a slowdown in SVoD growth. One way that larger players may combat this is through reaggregation, which could include making more services available per platform.

CHANGING ADVERTISING DYNAMICS

The rise of on-demand, ad-free content is challenging the traditional advertising model, pushing marketers to explore other avenues. The surge of investment in subscription-based, direct-to-consumer models has cast some doubt on the future of advertising-supported models, though major telecommunications providers and some content owners are still mapping out a future that includes an advertising market in the OTT content space. As some SVoD market leaders potentially lift monthly prices above US$10 and closer to US$20, single-digit-dollar ad-supported pricing could offer a more than 50 percent discounted alternative for video content.

Segments differ in their response to ads.19 Linear TV Consumers, Hybrid Adopters, and Mobile-first Viewers are content with the status quo, while Power Streamers and Highly Subscribed want a reduction in ad duration. Hybrid Adopters and Mobile-first Viewers don’t mind targeted ads, while other segments dislike use of their personal information. Advertisers, then, need to tailor their approach. Some networks are considering reducing ad duration; others are giving consumers the ability to edit and control their personal information shared with advertisers. Some are even allowing consumers to choose their ads.

Traditional advertisers, who spend most of their budget on TV, face audience shrinkage among Power Streamers, Mobile-first Viewers, and even Hybrid Adopters. A move to connected TVs could be a blessing in disguise due to the emergence of “online and addressable TV advertising”.20 Measuring TV viewership and understanding its audience has always been a challenge for marketers, and connected TV offers a new opportunity to understand who is watching, what they are watching, and when.

NEW VIDEO PLATFORMS

Mobile-first Viewers are active on social media and watch a good deal of short-form content on their smartphones. Social networks are marrying these two experiences by pushing their members—especially Mobile-first Viewers—to tune into their own short-form videos as well as TV-like programming.21 In addition, they are starting to bid for live sports, entertainment, and original series.

Of course, digital video can’t function without reliable internet connectivity. In fact, connectivity is key to nearly all modern media relationships, and home internet service is of prime importance.
INDUSTRY CONSOLIDATION

The M&E industry has experienced several major transactions over the past few years. Media companies are acquiring others to enhance their content network and offerings. Disney, for example, recently announced an acquisition agreement with Twenty-First Century Fox. Telecom-media mergers and acquisitions, aimed at combining content with video distribution, have seen a recent uptick as well. AT&T, for example, acquired Time Warner to strengthen its hold in the video content space.

The imperative to react to changing consumer behavior is likely driving traditional media companies’ aggressive M&A deals and strategic repositioning. Highly Subscribed and Mobile-first Viewers value mobile data and streaming video among their top three services. Bundling of these two makes sense for these segments, and telecom companies are already doing it. M&As may provide another means for media companies to strengthen their content library, quality, distribution, and value. By growing in size, media companies can potentially increase their libraries of exclusive content, which is of utmost importance for Highly Subscribed and Power Streamers.

to all five of our digital media segments. Telcos are investing in 5G, believing it will give them the capability to compete directly against wireline technologies such as DSL and cable, while also providing a cheaper alternative to fiber to the home. This premise is driving investments in the US 5G fixed wireless space. Meanwhile, cable providers are ramping up their own investments in, and deployment of, the DOCSIS 3.1 standard, which offers high network performance and speeds that are expected to increase further with Full Duplex DOCSIS.

Many consumers may have cut the pay-TV cord, but most are still keeping their home internet, which means the player that provides home internet service will likely hold the key to the primary consumer relationship.

Conclusion: Continuous connection

Heightened competition and aggressive consolidation are placing increasing pressure on operating margins across the M&E sector, highlighting the need for companies to fight harder to attract and retain customers. Companies can no longer focus solely on transactional customer relationships—instead, they need to pursue continuously connected and seamless customer experiences. And keeping people engaged and sustaining their value proposition means looking beyond traditional demographic buckets such as age, gender, and income.

Our five multi-dimensional behavior profiles offer M&E companies a potentially more useful way to classify and more effectively target customers. And there are real possibilities, even as viewing technology and user habits shift. With Mobile-first Viewers and Hybrid Adopters, a substantial portion of the market remains open to an ad-supported consumption model. By contrast, Power Streamers prefer an ad-free paid subscription-based model. In short, different business models can simultaneously flourish in this landscape. Companies can potentially devise a strategy for each segment in which they wish to play, and then tailor their products and services based on those segments’ needs.

As digital advertising—characterized by business models that track consumers’ buying history, emotions, and likes/dislikes—points the way to the future, M&E companies need a more advanced approach to evaluating consumers. Behavior-based segmentation may hold the key.
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2. Vincent Lanaria, “Netflix has more than 76,000 micro-genres of movies and TV shows: Here's how to unlock them,” Tech Times, January 9, 2016.

3. Pay TV refers to all forms of traditional, facilities-based video services, including cable, satellite, and telecom/fiber TV.


8. Video refers to any form of TV, film, or TV and film product offering or content consumption.


11. Robert Williams, “Video will climb to 75% of all mobile traffic by 2023,” Mobile Marketer, December 4, 2017.

12. Live broadcast TV refers to video programming scheduled and transmitted by a traditional TV network.


15. Paid services listed in the survey include pay TV, skinny bundle TV, home internet, landline telephone, mobile voice, mobile data plan, streaming video service, streaming music service, gaming, news/newspaper (print or digital), and magazine (print or digital).
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